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NON-RECONSTRUCTIBLE LOCALLY FINITE GRAPHS
NATHAN BOWLER, JOSHUA ERDE, PETER HEINIG, FLORIAN LEHNER, MAX PITZ
Abstract. Two graphs G and H are hypomorphic if there exists a bijection
ϕ : V pGq Ñ V pHq such that G´ v – H ´ ϕpvq for each v P V pGq. A graph G
is reconstructible if H – G for all H hypomorphic to G.
Nash-Williams proved that all locally finite connected graphs with a finite
number ě 2 of ends are reconstructible, and asked whether locally finite con-
nected graphs with one end or countably many ends are also reconstructible.
In this paper we construct non-reconstructible connected graphs of bounded
maximum degree with one and countably many ends respectively, answering
the two questions of Nash-Williams about the reconstruction of locally finite
graphs in the negative.
1. Introduction
Two graphs G and H are hypomorphic if there exists a bijection ϕ between their
vertex sets such that the induced subgraphs G ´ v and H ´ ϕpvq are isomorphic
for each vertex v of G. We say that a graph G is reconstructible if H – G for every
H hypomorphic to G. The Reconstruction Conjecture, a famous unsolved problem
attributed to Kelly and Ulam, suggests that every finite graph with at least three
vertices is reconstructible.
For an overview of results towards the Reconstruction Conjecture for finite
graphs see the survey of Bondy and Hemminger [3]. The corresponding recon-
struction problem for infinite graphs is false: the countable regular tree T8, and
two disjoint copies of it (written as T8 Y T8) are easily seen to be a pair of hypo-
morphic graphs which are not isomorphic. This example, however, contains vertices
of infinite degree. Regarding locally finite graphs, Harary, Schwenk and Scott [7]
showed that there exists a non-reconstructible locally finite forest. However, they
conjectured that the Reconstruction Conjecture should hold for locally finite trees.
This conjecture has been verified for locally finite trees with at most countably
many ends in a series of paper [1, 2, 11]. However, very recently, the present au-
thors have constructed a counterexample to the conjecture of Harary, Schwenk and
Scott.
Theorem 1.1 (Bowler, Erde, Heinig, Lehner, Pitz [4]). There exists a non-recon-
structible tree of maximum degree three.
The Reconstruction Conjecture has also been considered for general locally finite
graphs. Nash-Williams [8] showed that if p ě 3 is an integer, then any locally finite
connected graph with exactly p ends is reconstructible; and in [10] he showed the
same is true for p “ 2. The case p “ 2 is significantly more difficult. Broadly
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speaking this is because every graph with p ě 3 ends has some identifiable finite
‘centre’, from which the ends can be thought of as branching out. A two-ended
graph however can be structured like a double ray, without an identifiable ‘centre’.
The case of 1-ended graphs is even harder, and the following problems from
a survey of Nash-Williams [9], which would generalise the corresponding results
established for trees, have remained open.
Problem 1 (Nash-Williams). Is every locally finite connected graph with exactly
one end reconstructible?
Problem 2 (Nash-Williams). Is every locally finite connected graph with countably
many ends reconstructible?
In this paper, we extend our methods from [4] to construct examples showing
that both of Nash-Williams’ questions have negative answers. Our examples will
not only be locally finite, but in fact have bounded degree.
Theorem 1.2. There is a connected one-ended non-reconstructible graph with
bounded maximum degree.
Theorem 1.3. There is a connected countably-ended non-reconstructible graph with
bounded maximum degree.
Since every locally finite connected graph has either finitely many, countably
many or continuum many ends, Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 together with the results
of [2, 1, 11] and the results of Nash-Williams [8, 10] provide a complete picture
about what can be said about number of ends versus reconstruction:
‚ A locally finite tree with at most countably many ends is reconstructible;
but there are non-reconstructible locally finite trees with continuum many
ends.
‚ A locally finite connected graph with at least two, but a finite number
of ends is reconstructible; but there are non-reconstructible locally finite
connected graphs with one, countably many, and continuum many ends
respectively.
This paper is organised as follows: In the next section we give a short, high-
level overview of our constructions which answer Nash-Williams’ problems. In
Sections 3 and 4, we develop the technical tools necessary for our construction, and
in Sections 5 and 6, we prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
For standard graph theoretical concepts we follow the notation in [5].
2. Sketch of the construction
In this section we sketch the main ideas of the construction in three steps. First,
we quickly recall our construction of two hypomorphic, non-isomorphic locally finite
trees from [4]. We will then outline how to adapt the construction to obtain a one-
ended-, and a countably-ended counterexample respectively.
2.1. The tree case. This section contains a very brief summary of the much more
detailed sketch from [4]. The strategy is to build trees T and S recursively, where
at each step of the construction we ensure for some new vertex v already chosen for
T that there is a corresponding vertex w of S with T ´ v – S ´ w, or vice versa.
This will ensure that by the end of the construction, the trees we have built are
hypomorphic.
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More precisely, at step n we will construct subtrees Tn and Sn of our eventual
trees, where some of the leaves of these subtrees have been coloured in two colours,
say red and blue. We will only further extend the trees from these coloured leaves,
and we will extend from leaves of the same colour in the same way. We also make
sure that earlier partial isomorphisms between Tn ´ vi – Sn ´ wi preserve leaf
colours. Together, these requirements guarantee that earlier partial isomorphisms
always extend to the next step.
The Tn will be nested, and we will take T to be the union of all of them; similarly
the Sn will be nested and we take S to be the union of all of them. To ensure that
T and S do not end up being isomorphic, we first ensure, for each n, that there
is no isomorphism from Tn to Sn. Our second requirement is that T or S beyond
any coloured leaf of Tn or Sn begins with a long non-branching path, longer than
any such path appearing in Tn or Sn. Together, this implies that T and S are not
isomorphic.
r bˆ
Tn Sˆn
brˆ
Tˆn Sn
Figure 1. A first approximation of Tn`1 on the left, and Sn`1 on
the right. All dotted lines are long non-branching paths.
Algorithm Stage One: Suppose now that we have already constructed Tn and Sn
and wish to construct Tn`1 and Sn`1. Suppose further that we are given a vertex
v of Tn for which we wish to find a partner w in Sn`1 so that T ´ v and S ´w are
isomorphic. We begin by building a tree Tˆn fl Tn which has some vertex w such
that Tn ´ v – Tˆn ´ w. This can be done by taking the components of Tn ´ v and
arranging them suitably around the new vertex w.
We will take Sn`1 to include Sn and Tˆn, with the copies of red and blue leaves
in Tˆn also coloured red and blue respectively. As indicated on the right in Figure
1, we add long non-branching paths to some blue leaf b of Sn and to some red leaf
rˆ of Tˆn and join these paths at their other endpoints by some edge en. We also join
two new leaves y and g to the endvertices of en. We colour the leaf y yellow and
the leaf g green. To ensure that Tn`1 ´ v – Sn`1 ´w, we take Tn`1 to include Tn
together with a copy Sˆn of Sn, with its leaves coloured appropriately, and joined
up in the same way, as indicated on the left in Figure 1. Note that, whilst Sˆn and
Sn are isomorphic as graphs, we make a distinction as we want to lift the partial
isomorphisms between Tn ´ vi – Sn ´ wi to these new graphs, and our notation
aims to emphasize the natural inclusions Tn Ă Tn`1 and Sn Ă Sn`1.
Algorithm Stage Two: We now have committed ourselves to two targets which
are seemingly irreconcilable: first, we promised to extend in the same way at each
red or blue leaf of Tn and Sn, but we also need that Tn`1 ´ v – Sn`1 ´ w. The
solution is to copy the same subgraph appearing beyond r in Fig. 1, including its
coloured leaves, onto all the other red leaves of Sn and Tn. Similarly we copy the
subgraph appearing beyond the blue leaf b of Sn onto all other blue leaves of Sn and
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Tn. In doing so, we create new red and blue leaves, and we will keep adding, step
by step, further copies of the graphs appearing beyond r and b in Fig. 1 respectively
onto all red and blue leaves of everything we have constructed so far.
Figure 2. A sketch of Tn`1 and Sn`1 after countably many steps.
After countably many steps we have dealt with all red and blue leaves, and it
can be checked that both our targets are achieved. We take these new trees to be
Sn`1 and Tn`1. They are non-isomorphic, as after removing all long non-branching
paths, Tn`1 contains Tn as a component, whereas Sn`1 does not.
2.2. The one-ended case. To construct a one-ended non-reconstructible graph,
we initially follow the same strategy as in the tree case and build locally finite
graphs Gn and Hn and some partial hypomorphisms between them. Simultane-
ously, however, we will also build one-ended locally finite graphs of a grid-like form
Fn ˝ N (the Cartesian product of a locally finite tree Fn with a ray) which share
certain symmetries with Gn and Hn. These will allow us to glue Fn ˝ N onto both
Gn and Hn, in order to make them one-ended, without spoiling the partial hypo-
morphisms. Let us illustrate this idea by explicitly describing the first few steps of
the construction.
We start with two non-isomorphic finite graphs G0 and H0, such that G0 and H0
each have exactly one red and one blue leaf. After stage one of our algorithm, our
approximations to G1 and H1 as in Figure 1 contain, in each of G0, Hˆ0, Gˆ0 and H0,
one coloured leaf. In stage two, we add copies of these graphs recursively. It follows
that the resulting graphs G11 and H
1
1 have the global structure of a double ray, along
which parts corresponding to copies of G0, Hˆ0, Gˆ0 and H0 appear in a repeating
pattern. Crucially, however, each graph G11 and H
1
1 has infinitely many yellow and
green leaves, which appear in an alternating pattern extending to infinity in both
directions along the double ray.
Consider the minor F1 of G
1
1 obtained by collapsing every subgraph correspond-
ing to G0, Hˆ0, Gˆ0 and H0 to a single point. Write ψG : G
1
1 Ñ F1 for the quotient
map. Then F1 is a double ray with alternating coloured leaves hanging off it. Note
that we could have started with H 11 and obtained the same F1. In other words,
F1 approximates the global structures of both G
1
1 and H
1
1. Consider the one-ended
grid-like graph F1 ˝ N, where we let F1 ˝ t0u inherit the colours from F1. We now
form G1 and H1 by gluing F1 ˝ N onto G
1
1, by identifying corresponding coloured
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G0Gˆ0Gˆ0 Hˆ0 Hˆ0
H0Gˆ0Gˆ0 Hˆ0 Hˆ0
Figure 3. A sketch of G11 (above) and H
1
1 (below).
vertices y and ψGpyq, and similarly for H
1
1.
1 Since the coloured leaves contained
both ends of our graphs in their closure, the graphs G1 and H1 are now one-ended.
It remains to check that our partial isomorphism h1 : G
1
1´v1 Ñ H
1
1´w1 guaran-
teed by step two can be extended toG1´v1 Ñ H1´w1. This can be done essentially
because of the following property: let us write Lp¨q for the set of coloured leaves. It
can be checked that there is an automorphism π1 : F1 Ñ F1 such that the diagram
LpG11q LpH
1
1q
LpF1q LpF1q
ψG
h1æLpG
1
1
q
π1æLpF1q
ψH
is colour-preserving and commutes. Hence, π1 ˝ id is an automorphism of F1 ˝ N
which is compatible with our gluing procedure, so it can be combined with h1 to
give us the desired isomorphism.
We are now ready to describe the general step. Instead of describing Fn as a
minor of Gn, which no longer works na¨ıvely at later steps, we will directly build Fn
by recursion, so that it satisfies the properties of the above diagram.
Suppose at step n we have constructed locally finite graphs Gn and Hn, and
also a locally finite tree Fn where some leaves are coloured in one of two colours.
Furthermore, suppose we have a family of isomorphisms
Hn “ thx : Gn ´ xÑ Hn ´ ϕpxq : x P Xnu,
for some subsetXn Ă V pGnq, a family of isomorphisms Πn “ tπx : Fn Ñ Fn : x P Xnu,
and colour-preserving bijections ψGn : LpGnq Ñ LpFnq and ψHn : LpHnq Ñ LpFnq
such that the corresponding commutative diagram from above holds for each x. We
construct G1n`1 and H
1
n`1 according to stages one and two of the previous algo-
rithm. As before our isomorphisms hx will lift to isomorphisms between G
1
n`1 ´ x
and H 1n`1 ´ ϕpxq.
Algorithm Stage Three. As indicated in Figure 4, we take two copies FGn and F
H
n
of Fn, and glue them together mimicking stage one of the algorithm, i.e. connect
ψGnprq in F
G
n by a path of length three to ψHnpbq in F
H
n , and attach two new leaves
coloured yellow and green in the middle of the path. Call the resulting graph F˜n.
1For technical reasons, in the actual construction we identify ψGpyq with the corresponding
base vertex of the leaf y in G1
1
. In this way the coloured leaves of G1
1
remain leaves, and we can
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ψGnprq ψHnpbq
FGn F
H
n
Figure 4. The auxiliary graph F˜n.
We then apply stage two of the algorithm to this graph, gluing again and again
onto every blue vertex a copy of the graph of F˜n behind ψHnpbq, and similarly for
every red leaf, to obtain a tree Fn`1. Since this procedure is, in structural terms, so
similar to the construction of G1n`1 and H
1
n`1, it can be shown that we do obtain
a colour-preserving commuting diagram of the form
LpG1n`1q LpH
1
n`1q
LpFn`1q LpFn`1q
ψGn`1
hxæLpG
1
n`1q
πxæLpFn`1q
ψHn`1
As before, this means that we can indeed glue together G1n`1 and Fn`1 ˝N, and
H 1n`1 and Fn`1 ˝ N to obtain one-ended graphs Gn`1 and Hn`1 as desired.
At the end of our construction, after countably many steps, we have built two
graphs G and H which are hypomorphic, and for the same reasons as in the tree
case the two graphs will not be isomorphic. Further, since all Gn and Hn are
one-ended, so will be G and H .
2.3. The countably-ended case. In order to produce hypomorphic graphs with
countably many ends we follow the same procedure as for the one-ended case, except
that we start with one-ended (non-isomorphic) graphs G0 and H0.
After the first and second stage of our algorithm, the resulting graphs G11 and
H 11 will again consist of infinitely many copies of G0 and H0 glued together along
a double ray. After gluing F1 ˝N to these graphs as before, we obtain graphs with
one thick end, with many coloured leaves tending to that end, as well as infinitely
many thin ends, coming from the copies of G0 and H0, each of which contained a
ray. These thin ends will eventually be rays, and so have no coloured leaves tending
towards them. This guarantees that in the next step, when we glue F2 ˝N onto G
1
2
and H 12, the thin ends will not be affected, and that all the other ends in the graph
will be amalgamated into one thick end.
Then, in each stage of the construction, the graphs Gn and Hn will have exactly
one thick end, again with many coloured leaves tending towards it, and infinitely
many thin ends each of which is eventually a ray. This property lifts to the graphs
G and H constructed in the limit: they will have one thick end and infinitely
many ends which are eventually rays. However, since G and H are countable, there
can only be countably many of these rays. Hence the two graphs G and H have
countably many ends in total, and as before they will be hypomorphic but not
isomorphic.
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3. Closure with respect to promises
A bridge in a graph G is an edge e “ tx, yu such that x and y lie in different
components of G´e. Given a directed bridge ~e “ ~xy in some graph G “ pV,Eq, we
denote by Gp~eq the unique component of G´ e containing the vertex y. We think
of Gp~eq as a rooted graph with root y.
Definition 3.1 (Promise structure). A promise structure P “
´
G, ~P ,L
¯
is a triple
consisting of:
‚ a graph G,
‚ ~P “ t~pi : i P Iu a set of directed bridges ~P Ă ~EpGq, and
‚ L “ tLi : i P Iu a set of pairwise disjoint sets of leaves of G.
We insist further that, if the component Gp~piq consists of a single leaf c P Lj, then
i “ j.
Often, when the context is clear, we will not make a distinction between L and
the set
Ť
i Li, for notational convenience.
We call an edge ~pi P ~P a promise edge, and leaves ℓ P Li promise leaves. A
promise edge ~pi P ~P is called a placeholder-promise if the component Gp~piq consists
of a single leaf c P Li, which we call a placeholder-leaf. We write
Lp “ tLi : ~pi a placeholder-promiseu and Lq “ LzLp.
Given a leaf ℓ in G, there is a unique edge qℓ P EpGq incident with ℓ, and this
edge has a natural orientation ~qℓ towards ℓ. Informally, we think of ℓ P Li as the
‘promise’ that if we extend G to a graph H Ą G, we will do so in such a way that
Hp~qℓq – Hp~piq.
Definition 3.2 (Leaf extension). Given an inclusion H Ě G of graphs and a set
L of leaves of G, H is called a leaf extension, or more specifically an L-extension,
of G, if:
‚ every component of H contains precisely one component of G, and
‚ every component of H ´ G is adjacent to a unique vertex ℓ of G, and we
have ℓ P L.
In [4], given a promise structure P “
´
G, ~P ,L
¯
, it is shown how to construct a
graph clpGq Ą G which has the following properties.
Proposition 3.3 (Closure w.r.t a promise structure, cf. [4, Proposition 3.3]). Let
G be a graph and let P “
´
G, ~P ,L
¯
be a promise structure. Then there is a graph
clpGq, called the closure of G with respect to P, such that:
(cl.1) clpGq is an Lq-extension of G,
(cl.2) for every ~pi P ~P and all ℓ P Li,
clpGqp~piq – clpGqp~qℓq
are isomorphic as rooted graphs.
Since the existence of clpGq is crucial to our proof, we briefly remind the reader
how to construct such a graph. As a first approximation, in order to try to achieve
((cl.2)), we glue a copy of the component Gp~piq onto each leaf ℓ P Li, for each i P I.
We call this the 1-step extension Gp1q of G. If there were no promise leaves in the
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component Gp~piq, then the promises in Li would be satisfied. However, if there
are, then we have grown Gp~piq by adding copies of various Gp~pjqs behind promise
leaves appearing in Gp~piq.
However, remembering all promise leaves inside the newly added copies of Gp~piq
we glued behind each ℓ P Li, we continue this process indefinitely, growing the
graph one step at a time by gluing copies of (the original) Gp~piq to promise leaves
ℓ1 which have appeared most recently as copies of ℓ P Li. After a countable number
of steps the resulting graph clpGq satisfies Proposition 3.3. We note also that the
maximum degree of clpGq equals that of G.
Definition 3.4 (Promise-respecting map). Let G be a graph, P “
´
G, ~P ,L
¯
be a
promise structure on G, and let T1 and T2 be two components of G.
Given x P T1 and y P T2, a bijection ϕ : T1 ´ x Ñ T2 ´ y is ~P -respecting (with
respect to P) if the image of Li X T1 under ϕ is Li X T2 for all i.
We can think of P as defining a |~P |-colouring on some sets of leaves. Then a
mapping is ~P -respecting if it preserves leaf colours.
Suppose that ~pi is a placeholder promise, and G “ H
p0q Ď Hp1q Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ is the
sequence of 1-step extensions whose direct limit is clpGq. Then, if we denote by L
pnq
i
the set of promise leaves associated with ~pi in H
pnq, it follows that L
pnq
i Ě L
pn´1q
i
since Gp~piq is just a single vertex ci P Li. For every placeholder promise ~pi P ~P , we
define clpLiq “
Ť
n L
pnq
i .
Definition 3.5 (Closure of a promise structure). The closure of the promise struc-
ture
´
G, ~P ,L
¯
is the promise structure clpPq “
´
clpGq, clp~P q, clpLq
¯
, where:
‚ clp~P q “
!
~pi : ~pi P ~P is a placeholder-promise
)
,
‚ clpLq “ tclpLiq : ~pi P ~P is a placeholder-promiseu.
Proposition 3.6 ([4, Proposition 3.3]). Let G be a graph and let
´
G, ~P ,L
¯
be a
promise structure. Then clpGq satisfies:
(cl.3) for every ~pi P ~P and every ℓ P Li,
clpGqp~piq – clpGqp~qℓq
are isomorphic as rooted graphs, and this isomorphism is clp~P q-respecting
with respect to clpPq.
It is precisely this property (cl.3) of the promise closure that will allow us to
maintain partial hypomorphisms during our recursive construction.
The last two results of this section serve as preparation for growing Gn`1, Hn`1
and Fn`1 ‘in parallel’, as outlined in the third stage of the algorithm in §2.2. If
L “ tLi : i P Iu and L
1 “ tL1i : i P Iu, we say a map ψ :
Ť
L Ñ
Ť
L1 is colour-
preserving if ψpLiq Ď L
1
i for every i.
Lemma 3.7. Let
´
G, ~P ,L
¯
and
´
G1, ~P 1,L1
¯
be promise structures, and let G “
Hp0q Ď Hp1q Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ and G1 “ H 1p0q Ď H 1p1q Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ be 1-step extensions approximating
their respective closures.
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Assume that ~P “ t~p1, . . . , ~pku and ~P 1 “ t~r1, . . . , ~rku, and that there is a colour-
preserving bijection
ψ :
ď
LÑ
ď
L1
such that (recall that Lp¨q is the set of leaves of a graph that are in L)
ψæGp~piq : LpGp~piqq Ñ L
1pG1p~riqq
is still a colour-preserving bijection for all ~pi P ~P .
Then for each i ď k there is a sequence of colour-preserving bijections
αin : L
´
Hpnqp~piq
¯
Ñ L1
´
H 1pnqp~riq
¯
such that αin`1 extends α
i
n.
Proof. Fix i. We proceed by induction on n. Put αi0 :“ ψæGp~piq.
Now suppose that αin exists. To form H
pn`1qp~piq, we glued a copy of Gp~pjq to
each ℓ P L
pnq
j XH
pnqp~piq for all j ď k, and to construct H
1pn`1qp~riq, we glued a copy
of G1p~rjq to each ℓ
1 P L
1pnq
j XH
1pnqp~riq for all j ď k, in both cases keeping all copies
of promise leaves.
By assumption, the second part can be phrased equivalently as: we glued on a
copy of G1p~rjq to each α
i
npℓq for ℓ P L
pnq
j XH
pnqp~riq. Thus, we can now combine the
bijections αinpℓq with all the individual bijections ψ between all newly added Gp~pjq
and G1p~rjq to obtain a bijection α
i
n`1 as desired. 
Corollary 3.8. In the above situation, for each i there is a colour-preserving bijec-
tion αi between LpclpGqp~piqq and L
1pclpG1qp~riqq with respect to the promise closures
clpPq and clpP 1q.
Proof. Put αi “
Ť
n α
i
n. Because all α
i
n respected all colours, they respect in
particular the placeholder promises which make up clpPq and clpP 1q. 
4. Thickening the graph
In this section, we lay the groundwork for the third stage of our algorithm, as
outlined in §2.2. Our aim is to clarify how gluing a one-ended graph F onto a graph
G affects automorphisms and the end-space of the resulting graph.
Definition 4.1 (Gluing sum). Given two graphs G and F , and a bijection ψ with
dompψq Ď V pGq and ranpψq Ď V pF q, the gluing sum of G and F along ψ, denoted
by G‘ψ F , is the quotient graph pGY F q{ „ where v „ ψpvq for all v P dompψq.
Our first lemma of this section explains how a partial isomorphism from Gn´ x
to Hn´φpxq in our construction can be lifted to the gluing sum of Gn and Hn with
a graph F respectively.
Lemma 4.2. Let G, H and F be graphs, and consider two gluing sums G‘ψGF and
H‘ψH F along partial bijections ψG and ψH . Suppose there exists an isomorphism
h : G´ xÑ H ´ y that restricts to a bijection between dompψGq and dompψHq.
Then h extends to an isomorphism pG‘ψGF q´xÑ pH‘ψHF q´y provided there
is an automorphism π of F such that π ˝ ψGpvq “ ψH ˝ hpvq for all v P dompψGq.
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Proof. We verify that the map
hˆ : pG‘ψG F q ´ xÑ pH ‘ψH F q ´ y, v ÞÑ
#
hpvq if v P G´ x, and
πpvq if v P F
is a well-defined isomorphism. It is well-defined, since if v „ ψGpvq in G ‘ψG F ,
then hˆpvq „ hˆpψGpvqq in H ‘ψH F by assumption on π. Moreover, since h and π
are isomorphisms, it follows that hˆ is an isomorphism, too. 
For the remainder of this section, all graphs are assumed to be locally finite. A
ray in a graph G is a one-way infinite path. Given a ray R, then for any finite
vertex set S Ă V pGq there is a unique component CpR,Sq of G ´ S containing a
tail of R. An end in a graph is an equivalence class of rays under the relation
R „ R1 ô for every finite vertex set S Ă V pGq we have CpR,Sq “ CpR1, Sq.
We denote by ΩpGq the set of ends in the graph G, and write Cpω, Sq :“ CpR,Sq
with R P ω. Let Ωpω, Sq “ tω1 : Cpω1, Sq “ Cpω, Squ. The singletons tvu for
v P V pGq and sets of the form Cpω, Sq Y Ωpω, Sq generate a compact metrizable
topology on the set V pGq Y ΩpGq, which is known in the literature as |G|.2 This
topology allows us to talk about the closure of a set of vertices X Ă V pGq, denoted
by X . Write BpXq “ XzX “ XXΩpXq for the boundary of X : the collection of all
ends in the closure of X . Then an end ω P ΩpGq lies in BpXq if and only if for every
finite vertex set S Ă V pGq, we have |X X Cpω, Sq| “ 8. Therefore ΩpGq “ BpXq if
and only if for every finite vertex set S Ă V pGq, every infinite component of G´ S
meets X infinitely often. In this case we say that X is dense for ΩpGq.
Finally, an end ω P ΩpGq is free if for some S, the set Ωpω, Sq “ tωu. Then
Ω1pGq denotes the non-free (or limit-)ends. Note that Ω1pGq is a closed subset of
ΩpGq.
Lemma 4.3. For locally finite connected graphs G and F , consider the gluing sum
G ‘ψ F for a partial bijection ψ. If F is one-ended and dompψq is infinite, then
ΩpG‘ψ F q – ΩpGq{Bpdompψqq.
Proof. Note first that for locally finite graphs G and F , also G‘ψF is locally finite.
Observe further that all rays of the unique end of F are still equivalent in G‘ψ F ,
and so G‘ψ F has an end ωˆ containing the single end of F .
We are going to define a continuous surjection f : ΩpGq Ñ ΩpG ‘ψ F q with the
property that f has precisely one non-trivial fibre, namely f´1pωˆq “ Bpdompψqq. It
then follows from definition of the quotient topology that f induces a continuous
bijection from the compact space ΩpGq{Bpdompψqq to the Hausdorff space ΩpG‘ψ
F q, which, as such, is necessarily a homeomorphism.
The mapping f is defined as follows. Given an end ω P ΩpGqzBpdompψqq, there
is a finite S Ă V pGq such that Cpω, Sq X dompψq “ H, and so C “ Cpω, Sq
is also a component of pG‘ψ F q ´ S, which is disjoint from F . Define f to be
the identity between ΩpGq X C and ΩpG ‘ψ F q X C, while for all remaining ends
ω P ΩpGq X dompψq, we put fpωq “ ωˆ.
To see that this assignment is continuous at ω P ΩpGq X dompψq, it suffices to
show that C :“ Cpω, Sq Ă G ´ S is a subset of C 1 :“ Cpωˆ, Sq Ă pG‘ψ F q ´ S
2Normally |G| is defined on the 1-complex of G together with its ends, but for our purposes it
will be enough to just consider the subspace V pGq YΩpGq. See the survey paper of Diestel [6] for
further details.
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for any finite set S Ă G ‘ψ F . To see this inclusion, note that by choice of ω, we
have |dompψq X C| “ 8. At the same time, since F is both one-ended and locally
finite, F ´ S has precisely one infinite component D and F ´D is finite, so as ψ
is a bijection, there is v P dompψq X C with ψpvq P D (in fact, there are infinitely
many such v). Since v and ψpvq get identified in G‘ψ F , we conclude that C YD
is connected in pG‘ψ F q ´ S, and hence that C YD Ă C
1 as desired.
Finally, to see that f is indeed surjective, note first that the fact that dompψq is
infinite implies that dompψqXΩpGq ‰ H, and so ωˆ P ranpfq. Next, consider an end
ω P ΩpG‘ψ F q different from ωˆ. Find a finite separator S Ă V pG‘ψ F q such that
Cpω, Sq ‰ Cpωˆ, Sq. It follows that dompψq X Cpω, Sq is finite. So there is a finite
S1 Ě S such that C :“ Cpω, S1q ‰ Cpωˆ, S1q and dompψqXC “ H. So by definition,
f is a bijection between ΩpGq X C and ΩpG‘ψ F q X C, so ω P ranpfq. 
Corollary 4.4. Under the above assumptions, if dompψq is dense for ΩpGq, then
G‘ψ F is one-ended.
Corollary 4.5. Under the above assumptions, if dompψq X ΩpGq “ Ω1pGq, then
G‘ψ F has at most one non-free end.
We remark that more direct proofs for Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 can be given that
do not need the full power of Lemma 4.3.
5. The construction
5.1. Preliminary definitions. In the precise statement of our construction in
§5.2, we are going to employ the following notation.
Definition 5.1 (Bare path, maximally bare path). A path P “ v0, v1, . . . , vn in
a graph G is called a bare path if degGpviq “ 2 for all internal vertices vi for
0 ă i ă n. The path P is a maximal bare path (or maximally bare) if in addition
degGpv0q ‰ 2 ‰ degGpvnq. An infinite path P “ v0, v1, v2, . . . is maximally bare if
degGpv0q ‰ 2 and degGpviq “ 2 for all i ě 1.
Definition 5.2 (Bare-spectrum). The bare-spectrum of G is
ΣpGq :“ tk P N : G contains an maximally bare path of length ku.
If ΣpGq is finite, we let σ0pGq “ maxΣpGq and σ1pGq “ max pΣpGqztσ0pGquq.
Lemma 5.3. Let e be an edge of a locally finite graph G. If ΣpGq is finite, then
ΣpG´ eq is finite.
Proof. Observe first that every vertex of degree ď 2 in any graph can lie on at most
one maximally bare path.
We now claim that for an edge e “ xy, there are at most two finite maximally
bare paths in G´ e which are not subpaths of finite maximally bare paths of G.
Indeed, if deg x “ 3 in G, then x can now be the interior vertex of one new
finite maximally bare path in G ´ e. And if deg x “ 2 in G, then x can now be
end-vertex of one new finite maximally bare path in G´ e (this is relevant if x lies
on an infinite maximally bare path of G). The argument for y is the same, so the
claim follows. 
Definition 5.4 (Spectrally distinguishable). Given two graphs G and H, we say
that G and H are spectrally distinguishable if there is some k ě 3 such that k P
ΣpGq△ΣpHq “ ΣpGqzΣpHq Y ΣpHqzΣpGq.
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Note that being spectrally distinguishable is a strong certificate for being non-
isomorphic.
Definition 5.5 (k-ball). For G a subgraph of H, and k ą 0, the k-ball BallHpG, kq
is the induced subgraph of H on the set of vertices at distance at most k of some
vertex of G.
Definition 5.6 (Proper bare extension; infinite growth). Let G be a graph, B a
subset of leaves of G, and H a component of G.
‚ A graph Gˆ Ą H is an bare extension of H at B to length k if Ball
Gˆ
pH, kq
can be obtained from H by adjoining, at each vertex ℓ P B X V pHq, a new
path of length k starting at ℓ, and a new leaf whose only neighbour is ℓ.3
‚ A leaf ℓ in a graph G is proper if the unique neighbour of ℓ in G has degree
ě 3. An bare extension is called proper if every leaf in B is proper.
‚ An bare extension Gˆ of G is of infinite growth if every component of Gˆ´G
is infinite.
5.2. The back-and-forth construction. Our aim in this section is to prove our
main theorem announced in the introduction.
Theorem 1.2. There are two hypomorphic connected one-ended infinite graphs G
and H with maximum degree five such that G is not isomorphic to H.
To do this we shall recursively construct, for each n P N,
‚ disjoint rooted connected graphs Gn and Hn,
‚ disjoint sets Rn and Bn of proper leaves of the graph Gn YHn,
‚ trees Fn,
‚ disjoint sets R1n and B
1
n of leaves of Fn,
‚ bijections ψGn : V pGnq X pRn YBnq Ñ R
1
n YB
1
n and
ψHn : V pHnq X pRn YBnq Ñ R
1
n YB
1
n,
‚ finite sets Xn Ă V pGnq and Yn Ă V pHnq, and bijections ϕn : Xn Ñ Yn,
‚ a family of isomorphisms Hn “ thn,x : Gn ´ xÑ Hn ´ ϕnpxq : x P Xnu,
‚ a family of automorphisms Πn “ tπn,x : Fn Ñ Fn : x P Xnu,
‚ a strictly increasing sequence of integers kn ě 2,
such that for all n P N:4
(:1) Gn´1 Ă Gn and Hn´1 Ă Hn as induced subgraphs,
(:2) the vertices of Gn and Hn all have degree at most 5,
(:3) the vertices of Fn all have degree at most 3,
(:4) the root of Gn is in Rn and the root of Hn is in Bn,
(:5) σ0pGnq “ σ0pHnq “ kn,
(:6) Gn and Hn are spectrally distinguishable,
(:7) Gn and Hn have at most one end,
(:8) ΩpGn YHnq Ă Rn YBn,
(:9) (a) Gn is a (proper) bare extension of infinite growth of Gn´1 at
Rn´1 YBn´1 to length kn´1 ` 1, and
(b) BallGnpGn´1, kn´1 ` 1q does not meet Rn YBn,
(:10) (a) Hn is a (proper) bare extension of infinite growth of Hn´1 at
Rn´1 YBn´1 to length kn´1 ` 1, and
3We note that this is a slightly different definition of an bare extension to that in [4].
4If the statement involves an object indexed by n´ 1 we only require that it holds for n ě 1.
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(b) BallHnpHn´1, kn´1 ` 1q does not meet Rn YBn,
(:11) there are enumerations V pGnq “ ttj : j P Jnu and V pHnq “ tsj : j P Jnu
such that
‚ Jn´1 Ă Jn Ă N,
‚ ttj : j P Jnu extends the enumeration ttj : j P Jn´1u of V pGn´1q, and
similarly for tsj : j P Jnu,
‚ |NzJn| “ 8,
‚ t0, 1, . . . , nu Ă Jn,
(:12) ttj , sj : j ď nu X pRn YBnq “ H,
(:13) the finite sets of vertices Xn and Yn satisfy |Xn| “ n “ |Yn|, and
‚ Xn´1 Ă Xn and Yn´1 Ă Yn,
‚ ϕnæXn´1 “ ϕn´1,
‚ ttj : j ď tpn´ 1q{2uu Ă Xn and tsj : j ď tn{2u´ 1u Ă Yn,
‚ pXn Y Ynq X pRn YBnq “ H,
(:14) the families of isomorphisms Hn satisfy
‚ hn,xæpGn´1 ´ xq “ hn´1,x for all x P Xn´1,
‚ the image of Rn X V pGnq under hn,x is Rn X V pHnq for all x P Xn,
‚ the image of Bn X V pGnq under hn,x is Bn X V pHnq for all x P Xn.
(:15) the families of automorphisms Πn satisfy
‚ πn,xæR
1
n is a permutation of R
1
n for each x P Xn,
‚ πn,xæB
1
n is a permutation of B
1
n for each x P Xn,
‚ for each x P Xn, the following diagram commutes:
LpGnq LpHnq
LpFnq LpFnq
ψGn
hn,xæLpGnq
πn,xæLpFnq
ψHn
I.e. for every ℓ P LpGnq :“ V pGnq X pRn YBnq we have πn,xpψGnpℓqq “
ψHnphn,xpℓqq.
5.3. The construction yields the desired non-reconstructible one-ended
graphs. By property (:1), we haveG0 Ă G1 Ă G2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ andH0 Ă H1 Ă H2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Let G and H be the union of the respective sequences. Then both G and H are
connected, and as a consequence of (:2), both graphs have maximum degree 5.
We claim that the map ϕ “
Ť
n ϕn is a hypomorphism between G and H .
Indeed, it follows from (:11) and (:13) that ϕ is a well-defined bijection from V pGq
to V pHq. To see that ϕ is a hypomorphism, consider any vertex x of G. This vertex
appears as some tj in our enumeration of V pGq, so the map
hx “
ď
ną2j
hn,x : G´ xÑ H ´ ϕpxq,
is a well-defined isomorphism by (:14) between G´ x and H ´ ϕpxq.
Now suppose for a contradiction that there exists an isomorphism f : G Ñ H .
Then f maps t0 into Hn for some n P N. Properties (:5) and (:9) imply that
after deleting all maximally bare paths in G of length ą kn, the connected com-
ponent C of t0 is a leaf extension of Gn adding one further leaf to every vertex in
V pGnqXpRn YBnq. Similarly, properties (:5) and (:10) imply that after deleting all
maximally bare paths in H of length ą kn, the connected component D of fpt0q is a
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leaf-extension of Hn adding one further leaf to every vertex in V pHnqX pRn YBnq.
Note that f restricts to an isomorphism between C and D. However, since C and D
are proper extensions, we have ΣpCq△ΣpGnq Ď t1, 2u and ΣpDq△ΣpHnq Ď t1, 2u.
Hence, since Gn and Hn are spectrally distinguishable by (:6), so are C and D, a
contradiction. We have established that G and H are non-isomorphic reconstruc-
tions of each other.
Finally, forG being one-ended, we now show that for every finite vertex separator
S Ă V pGq, the graph G´ S has only one infinite component (the argument for H
is similar). Suppose for a contradiction G´ S has two infinite components C1 and
C2. Consider n large enough such that S Ă V pGnq. Since Gk is one-ended for all
k by (:7), we may assume that C1 X Gk falls apart into finite components for all
k ě n. Since C1 is infinite and connected, it follows from (:9)(b) that C1 intersects
Gn`1´Gn. But since Gn`1 is an bare extension of Gn of infinite growth by (:9)(a),
we see that that C1XpGn`1 ´Gnq contains an infinite component, a contradiction.
5.4. The base case: there are finite rooted graphs G0 and H0 satisfying
requirements (:1)–(:15). Choose a pair of spectrally distinguishable, equally
sized graphs G0 and H0 with maximum degree ď 5 and σ0pG0q “ σ0pH0q “ k0.
Pick a proper leaf each as roots rpG0q and rpH0q for G0 and H0, and further proper
leaves ℓb P G0 and ℓr P H0.
rpG0q
ℓb
rpH0q
ℓr
Figure 5. A possible choice for the finite rooted graphs G0 and H0.
Define R0 “ trpG0q, ℓru and B0 “ trpH0q, ℓbu. We take F0 to be two vertices
x and y joined by an edge, with R10 “ txu and B
1
0 “ tyu and take ψG0 to be the
unique bijection sending R0XG0 to R
1
0 and B0XG0 to B
1
0, and similarly for ψH0 .
yx
Figure 6. F0.
Let J0 “ t0, 1, . . . , |G0| ´ 1u and choose enumerations V pG0q “ ttj : j P J0u and
V pH0q “ tsj : j P J0u with t0 ‰ rpG0q and s0 ‰ rpH0q. Finally we let X0 “ Y0 “
H0 “ H. It is a simple check that conditions (:1)–(:15) are satisfied.
5.5. The inductive step: set-up. Now, assume that we have constructed graphs
Gk and Hk for all k ď n such that (:1)–(:15) are satisfied up to n. If n “ 2m is
even, then we have ttj : j ď m´ 1u Ă Xn and in order to satisfy (:13) we have to
construct Gn`1 and Hn`1 such that the vertex tm is taken care of in our partial
hypomorphism. Similarly, if n “ 2m`1 is odd, then we have tsj : j ď m´ 1u Ă Yn
and we have to construct Gn`1 and Hn`1 such that the vertex sm is taken care of
in our partial hypomorphism. Both cases are symmetric, so let us assume in the
following that n “ 2m is even.
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Now let v be the vertex with the least index in the set ttj : j P JnuzXn, i.e.
v “ ti for i “ min tj : tj P V pGnqzXnu. (1)
Then by assumption (:13), v will be tm, unless tm was already in Xn anyway.
In any case, since |Xn| “ |Yn| “ n, it follows from (:11) that i ď n, so by (:12), v
does not lie in our leaf sets Rn YBn, i.e.
v R Rn YBn. (2)
In the next sections, we will demonstrate how to obtain graphs Gn`1 Ą Gn,
Hn`1 Ą Hn and Fn`1 with Xn`1 “ XnYtvu and Yn`1 “ YnYtϕn`1pvqu satisfying
(:1)—(:10) and (:13)–(:15).
After we have completed this step, since |NzJn| “ 8, it is clear that we can
extend our enumerations of Gn and Hn to enumerations of Gn`1 and Hn`1 as
required, making sure to first list some new elements that do not lie in Rn`1YBn`1.
This takes care of (:11) and (:12) and completes the step n ÞÑ n` 1.
5.6. The inductive step: construction. We will construct the graphs Gn`1 and
Hn`1 in three steps. First, in §5.6.1 we construct graphs G
1
n`1 Ą Gn and H
1
n`1 Ą
Hn such that there is a vertex φn`1pvq P H
1
n`1 with G
1
n`1 ´ v – H
1
n`1 ´ φn`1pvq.
This first step essentially follows the argument from [4, §4.6]. We will also construct
a graph Fn`1 via a parallel process.
Secondly, in §5.6.2 we will show that there are well-behaved maps from the
coloured leaves of G1n`1 and H
1
n`1 to Fn`1 ˝ N, such that analogues of (:14) and
(:15) hold for G1n`1, H
1
n`1 and Fn`1, giving us control over the corresponding
gluing sum.
Lastly, in §5.6.3, we do the actual gluing process and define all objects needed
for step n` 1 of our inductive construction.
5.6.1. Building the auxiliary graphs. Given the two graphs Gn and Hn, we extend
each of them through their roots as indicated in Figure 7 to graphs G˜n and H˜n
respectively.
Since v is not the root of Gn, there is a unique component of Gn ´ v containing
the root, which we call Gnprq. Let Gnpvq be the induced subgraph of Gn on the
remaining vertices, including v. We remark that if v is not a cutvertex of Gn, then
Gnpvq is just a single vertex v. Since σ0pGnq “ kn by (:5) and degpvq ď 5 by (:2),
it follows from an iterative application of Lemma 5.3 that Σ pGnprqq and Σ pGnpvqq
are finite. Let k “ k˜n “ maxtσ0pGnq, σ0 pGnprqq , σ0 pGnpvqq , σ0pHnqu ` 1.
To obtain G˜n, we extend Gn through its root rpGnq P Rn by a path
rpGnq “ u0, u1, . . . , up´1, up “ r
´
Hˆn
¯
of length p “ 4pk˜n ` 1q ` 1, where at its last vertex up we glue a rooted copy Hˆn
of Hn (via an isomorphism zˆ Ø z), identifying up with the root of Hˆn.
Next, we add two additional leaves at u0 and up, so that degprpGnqq “ 3 “
deg
´
r
´
Hˆn
¯¯
. Further, we add a leaf r
`
G1n`1
˘
at u2k`2, which will be our new root
for the next tree G1n`1; and another leaf g at u2k`3. This completes the construction
of G˜n.
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rpGnq
Gn
v
Hˆn
r
`
G1n`1
˘
g
The graph G˜n.
rpHnq
Gˆnprq
vˆ
Gˆnpvˆq
Hn
r
`
H 1n`1
˘
y
The graph H˜n.
Figure 7. All dotted lines are maximally bare paths of length at
least k ` 1 “ k˜n ` 1.
The construction of H˜n is similar, but not entirely symmetric. For its construc-
tion, we extend Hn through its root rpHnq P Bn by a path
rpHnq “ vp, vp´1, . . . , v1, v0 “ r
´
Gˆnprq
¯
of length p, where at its last vertex v0 we glue a copy Gˆnprq of Gnprq, identifying
v0 with the root of Gˆnprq. Then, we take a copy Gˆnpvˆq of Gnpvq and connect vˆ via
an edge to vk`1.
Finally, as before, we add two leaves at v0 and vp so that deg
´
r
´
Gˆnprq
¯¯
“ 3 “
deg prpHnqq. Next, we add a leaf r
`
H 1n`1
˘
to v2k`3, which will be our new root for
the next tree H 1n`1; and another leaf y to v2k`2. This completes the construction
of H˜n.
By the induction assumption, certain leaves of Gn have been coloured with one
of the two colours in RnYBn, and also some leaves of Hn have been coloured with
one of the two colours in Rn Y Bn. In the above construction, we colour leaves of
Hˆn, Gˆnprq and Gˆnpvˆq accordingly:
R˜n “
´
Rn Y
!
zˆ P Hˆn Y Gˆnprq Y Gˆnpvˆq : z P Rn
)¯
z
!
rpGnq, r
´
Gˆnprq
¯)
,
B˜n “
´
Bn Y
!
zˆ P Hˆn Y Gˆnprq Y Gˆnpvˆq : z P Bn
)¯
z
!
rpHnq, r
´
Hˆn
¯)
.
(3)
Now put Mn :“ G˜n Y H˜n and consider the following promise structure P “´
Mn, ~P ,L
¯
on Mn, consisting of four promise edges ~P “ t~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4u and corre-
sponding leaf sets L “ tL1, L2, L3, L4u, as follows:
‚ ~p1 pointing in Gn towards rpGnq, with L1 “ R˜n,
‚ ~p2 pointing in Hn towards rpHnq, with L2 “ B˜n,
‚ ~p3 pointing in G˜n towards r
`
G1n`1
˘
, with L3 “
 
r
`
G1n`1
˘
, y
(
,
‚ ~p4 pointing in H˜n towards r
`
H 1n`1
˘
, with L4 “
 
r
`
H 1n`1
˘
, g
(
.
(4)
Note that our construction so far has been tailored to provide us with a ~P -
respecting isomorphism
h : G˜n ´ v Ñ H˜n ´ vˆ. (5)
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Consider the closure clpMnq with respect to the above defined promise structure
P . Since clpMnq is a leaf-extension of Mn, it has two connected components, just
as Mn. We now define
G1n`1 “ the component containing Gn in clpMnq,
H 1n`1 “ the component containing Hn in clpMnq.
(6)
It follows that clpMnq “ G
1
n`1 Y H
1
n`1. Further, since ~p3 and ~p4 are placeholder
promises, clpMnq carries a corresponding promise structure, cf. Def. 3.5. We define
Rn`1 “ clpL3q and Bn`1 “ clpL4q. (7)
Lastly, set
Xn`1 “ Xn Y tvu,
Yn`1 “ Yn Y tvˆu,
ϕn`1 “ ϕn Y tpv, vˆqu,
kn`1 “ 2pk˜n ` 1q.
(8)
We now build Fn`1 in a similar fashion to the above procedure. That is, we take
two copies of Fn and join them pairwise through their roots as indicated in Figure 8
to form a graph F˜n. We consider the graph Nn “ F˜n Y
ˆ˜
Fn, and take Fn`1 to be
one of the components of clpNnq (unlike for clpMnq, both components of clpNnq are
isomorphic).
ψGnprpGnqq ψHnprpHnqq
FGn F
H
n
x y
The graph F˜n.
{ψGnprpGnqq {ψHnprpHnqq
FˆGn Fˆ
H
n
xˆ yˆ
The graph
ˆ˜
Fn.
Figure 8. The graph Nn “ F˜n Y
ˆ˜
Fn.
More precisely we take two copies of Fn, which we will denote by F
G
n and F
H
n .
We extend FGn through the image of the rpGnq under the bijection ψGn by a path
ψGnprpGnqq “ u0, u1, u2, u3 “ ψHnprpHnqq
of length three, where ψGnprpGnqq is taken in F
G
n and ψHnprpHnqq is taken in F
H
n .
Further, we add a leaf x at u1, and another leaf y at u2. We will consider the graph
Nn “ F˜n Y
ˆ˜
Fn as in Figure 8 formed by taking two disjoint copies of F˜n.
By the induction assumption, certain leaves of Fn have been coloured with one
of the two colours in R1n Y B
1
n. In the above construction, we colour leaves of
FGn , F
H
n , Fˆ
G
n and Fˆ
H
n accordingly:
R˜1n “
!
w P FGn Y F
H
n Y Fˆ
G
n Y Fˆ
H
n : w P R
1
n
)
z
!
ψGnprpGnqq,
{ψGnprpGnqq)
B˜1n “
!
w P FGn Y F
H
n Y Fˆ
G
n Y Fˆ
H
n : w P B
1
n
)
z
!
ψHnprpHnqq,
{ψHnprpHnqq). (9)
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Now consider the following promise structure P 1 “
´
Nn, ~P
1,L1
¯
on Nn, con-
sisting of four promise edges ~P 1 “ t~r1, ~r2, ~r3, ~r4u and corresponding leaf sets L
1 “
tL11, L
1
2, L
1
3, L
1
4u, as follows:
‚ ~r1 pointing in F
G
n towards ψGnprpGnqq, with L
1
1 “ R˜
1
n,
‚ ~r2 pointing in Fˆ
H
n towards
{ψHnprpHnqq, with L12 “ B˜1n,
‚ ~r3 pointing in F˜n towards x, with L
1
3 “ tx, xˆu,
‚ ~r4 pointing in
ˆ˜
Fn towards yˆ, with L
1
4 “ ty, yˆu.
(10)
Consider the closure clpNnq with respect to the promise structure P
1 defined
above. Since clpNnq is a leaf-extension of Nn, it has two connected components,
and we define Fn`1 to be the component containing F
G
n in clpNnq. Since ~r3 and
~r4 are placeholder promises, clpNnq carries a corresponding promise structure, cf.
Def. 3.5. We define
R1n`1 “ clpL
1
3q X Fn`1 and B
1
n`1 “ clpL
1
4q X Fn`1. (11)
5.6.2. Extending maps. In order to glue Fn`1 ˝N onto G
1
n`1 and H
1
n`1 we will need
to show that that analogues of (:14) and (:15) hold for G1n`1, H
1
n`1 and Fn`1. Our
next lemma is essentially [4, Claim 4.13], and is an analogue of (:14). We briefly
remind the reader of the details, as we need to know the nature of our extensions
in our later claims.
Lemma 5.7. There is a family of isomorphisms H1n`1 “
 
h1n`1,x : x P Xn`1
(
wit-
nessing that G1n`1 ´ x and H
1
n`1 ´ ϕn`1pxq are isomorphic for all x P Xn`1, such
that h1n`1,x extends hn,x for all x P Xn.
Proof. The graphs G1n`1 and H
1
n`1 defined in (6) are obtained from G˜n and H˜n
by attaching at every leaf in R˜n a copy of the rooted graph clpMnqp~p1q, and by
attaching at every leaf in B˜n a copy of the rooted graph clpMnqp~p2q by (cl.2).
From (5) we know that there is a ~P -respecting isomorphism
h : G˜n ´ v Ñ H˜n ´ ϕn`1pvq.
In other words, h maps promise leaves in Li X V pG˜nq bijectively to the promise
leaves in Li X V pH˜nq for all i “ 1, 2, 3, 4.
There is for each ℓ P R˜n Y B˜n Y trpGnq, rpHnqu a clp~P q-respecting isomorphism
of rooted graphs
fℓ : clpMnqp~qℓq – clpMnqp~piq (12)
given by (cl.3) for ℓ P pR˜n Y B˜nq, where i equals blue or red depending on whether
ℓ P R˜n or B˜n, and for the roots of Gn and Hn we have ~qr “ ~pi and the isomorphism
is the identity. Hence, for each ℓ,
f´1
hpℓq ˝ fℓ : clpMnqp~qℓq – clpMnqp~qhpℓqq
is a clp~P q-respecting isomorphism of rooted graphs. By combining the isomor-
phism h between G˜n ´ v and H˜n ´ϕn`1pvq with these isomorphisms between each
clpMnqp~qℓq and clpMnqp~qhpℓqq we get a clp~P q-respecting isomorphism
h1n`1,v : G
1
n`1 ´ v Ñ H
1
n`1 ´ ϕn`1pvq.
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To extend the old isomorphisms hn,x (for x P Xn), note that G
1
n`1 and H
1
n`1
are obtained from Gn and Hn by attaching at every leaf in Rn a copy of the rooted
graph clpMnqp~p1q, and similarly by attaching at every leaf in Bn a copy of the
rooted graph clpMnqp~p2q. By induction assumption (:14), for each x P Xn the
isomorphism
hn,x : Gn ´ xÑ Hn ´ ϕnpxq
maps the red leaves of Gn bijectively to the red leaves of Hn, and the blue leaves
of Gn bijectively to the blue leaves of Hn. Thus, by (12),
f´1
hn,xpℓq
˝ fℓ : clpMnqp~qℓq – clpMnqp~qhn,xpℓqq
are clp~P q-respecting isomorphisms of rooted graphs for all ℓ P pRn YBnq X V pGnq.
By combining the isomorphism hn,x between Gn´x and Hn´ϕnpxq with these iso-
morphisms between each clpMnqp~qℓq “ G
1
n`1p~qℓq and clpMnqp~qhn,xplqq “ H
1
n`1p~qhn,xplqq,
we obtain a clp~P q-respecting extension
h1n`1,x : G
1
n`1 ´ xÑ H
1
n`1 ´ ϕnpxq. 
Our next claim should be seen as an approximation to property (:15). Recall
that clpNnq has two components Fn`1 – Fˆn`1.
Lemma 5.8. There are colour-preserving bijections
ψG1
n`1
: V pG1n`1q X pRn`1 YBn`1q Ñ R
1
n`1 YB
1
n`1,
ψH1
n`1
: V pH 1n`1q X pRn`1 YBn`1q Ñ Rˆ
1
n`1 Y Bˆ
1
n`1,
and a family of isomorphisms
Πˆn`1 “
!
πˆn`1,x : Fn`1 Ñ Fˆn`1 : x P Xn`1
)
such that for each x P Xn`1 the following diagram commutes.
LpG1n`1q LpH
1
n`1q
L1pFn`1q L
1pFˆn`1q
ψG1
n`1
h1n`1,xæLpG
1
n`1q
πˆn`1,xæL
1pFn`1q
ψH1
n`1
Proof. Defining ψG1
n`1
and ψH1
n`1
. By construction, we can combine the maps ψGn
and ψHn to obtain a natural colour-preserving bijection
ψ : LpMnq Ñ L
1pNnq,
which satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.7. Thus, by Corollary 3.8, there are
bijections
αi : LpclpMnqp~piqq Ñ L
1pclpNnqp~riqq
which are colour-preserving with respect to the promise structures clpPq and clpP 1q
on clpMnq and clpNnq, respectively.
We now claim that ψ extends to a colour-preserving bijection (w.r.t. clpPq)
clpψq : LpclpMnqq Ñ L
1pclpNnqq.
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Indeed, by (cl.3), for every ℓ P R˜1nYB˜
1
n, there is a
~P 1-respecting rooted isomorphism
gℓ : clpNnqp~qℓq Ñ clpNnqp~riq, (13)
where i equals blue or red depending on whether ℓ P R˜1n or B˜
1
n. As in the case of
(12) we define the maps gr with ~qr “ ~ri for the roots of F
G
n and Fˆ
H
n respectively
to be the identity. Together with the rooted isomorphisms fℓ from (12), it follows
that for each ℓ P R˜n Y B˜n Y trpGnq, rpHnqu, the map
ψℓ “ g
´1
ψpℓq ˝ α
i ˝ fℓ : LpclpMnqp~qℓqq Ñ L
`
clpNnqp~qψpℓqq
˘
is a colour-preserving bijection. Now combine ψ with the individual ψℓ to obtain
clpψq. We then put
ψG1
n`1
“ clpψqæG1n`1 and ψH1n`1 “ clpψqæH
1
n`1.
Defining isomorphisms Πˆn`1. To extend the old isomorphisms πn,x, given by the
induction assumption, note that by (cl.2), Fn`1 is obtained from Fn by attaching
at every leaf in R1n a copy of the rooted graph Fn`1p~r1q, and similarly by attaching
at every leaf in B1n a copy of the rooted graph Fn`1p~r2q. For each x P Xn let us
write πˆn,x for the map sending each z P F
G
n to the copy of πn,xpzq in Fˆ
H
n . By the
induction assumption (:15), for each x P Xn the isomorphism
πˆn,x : F
G
n Ñ Fˆ
H
n
preserves the colour of red and blue leaves. Thus, using the maps gℓ from (13), the
mappings
g´1
πˆn,xpℓq
˝ gℓ : clpNnqp~qℓq – clpNnqp~qπˆn,xpℓqq
are clp ~P 1q-respecting isomorphisms of rooted graphs for all ℓ P R1n Y B
1
n. By com-
bining the isomorphism πn,x with these isomorphisms between each Fn`1p~qℓq and
Fˆn`1p~qπˆn,xpℓqq, we obtain a clp
~P 1q-respecting extension
πˆn`1,x : Fn`1 Ñ Fˆn`1.
For the new isomorphism πˆn`1,v : Fn`1 Ñ Fˆn`1, we simply take the ‘identity’ map
which extends the map sending each z P F˜n to zˆ P
ˆ˜
Fn.
The diagram commutes. To see that the new diagram above commutes, for each
x P Xn it suffices to check that for all ℓ P pRn YBnq X V pGnq we have
πˆn`1,x ˝ ψG1
n`1
æL
`
G1n`1p~qℓq
˘
“ ψH1
n`1
˝ h1n`1,xæL
`
G1n`1p~qℓq
˘
,
which by construction of clpψq above is equivalent to showing that
πˆn`1,x ˝ ψℓ “ ψhn,xpℓq ˝ h
1
n`1,x.
By definition of ψℓ this holds if and only if
πˆn`1,x ˝ g
´1
ψpℓq ˝ α
i ˝ fℓ “ g
´1
ψphn,xpℓqq
˝ αi ˝ fhn,xpℓq ˝ h
1
n`1,x.
Now by construction of πˆn`1,x and h
1
n`1,x, we have
πˆn`1,x ˝ g
´1
ψpℓq “ g
´1
πˆn,xpψpℓqq
and fhn,xpℓq ˝ h
1
n`1,x “ fℓ.
Hence, the above is true if and only if
g´1
πˆn,xpψpℓqq
˝ αi ˝ fℓ “ g
´1
ψphn,xpℓqq
˝ αi ˝ fℓ.
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Finally, this last line holds since ψpℓq “ ψGnpℓq and ψphn,xpℓqq “ ψHnphn,xpℓqq by
definition of ψ, and because
πˆn,x ˝ ψGnpℓq “ ψHn ˝ hn,xpℓq
by the induction assumption.
For πˆn`1,v we see that, as above, it will be sufficient to show that for all ℓ P
pR˜n Y B˜nq X V pG˜nq we have
πˆn`1,v ˝ ψℓ “ ψh1
n`1,v
pℓq ˝ h
1
n`1,v,
which reduces as before to showing that,
g´1
πˆn`1,vpψpℓqq
˝ αi ˝ fℓ “ g
´1
ψph1
n`1,v
pℓqq ˝ α
i ˝ fℓ.
Recall that, πˆn`1,v sends each v to vˆ and also, since h
1
n`1,væG˜n “ h, the image of
every leaf ℓ P pR˜n Y B˜nq X V pG˜nq is simply lˆ P Gˆnpvq Y Gˆnprq. Hence we wish to
show that
g´1ˆpψpℓqq
˝ αi ˝ fℓ “ g
´1
ψplˆq
˝ αi ˝ fℓ,
that is,
ˆpψpℓqq “ ψplˆq,
which follows from the construction of ψ. 
5.6.3. Gluing the graphs together. Let us take the cartesian product of Fn`1 with
a ray, which we simply denote by Fn`1 ˝N. If we identify Fn`1 with the subgraph
Fn`1˝t0u, then we can interpret both ψG1
n`1
and ψH1
n`1
as maps from LpG1n`1q and
LpH 1n`1q to a set of vertices in Fn`1 ˝ N, under the natural isomorphism between
Fˆn`1 and Fn`1.
Instead of using the function ψG1
n`1
directly for our gluing operation, we identify,
for every leaf ℓ in LpG1n`1q the unique neighbour of ℓ with ψG1n`1plq. Formally, define
a bijection χGn`1 between the neighbours of LpG
1
n`1q and L
1pFn`1q via
χGn`1 “
!
pz1, z2q : Dℓ P LpG
1
n`1q s.t. z1 P Npℓq and ψG1n`1plq “ z2
)
, (14)
and similarly
χHn`1 “
!
pz1, z2q : Dℓ P LpH
1
n`1q s.t. z1 P Npℓq and ψH1n`1plq “ z2
)
. (15)
Since two promise leaves in G1n`1 or H
1
n`1 are never adjacent to the same vertex,
χGn`1 and χHn`1 are indeed bijections. Moreover, since all promise leaves were
proper, the vertices in the domain of χGn`1 and χHn`1 have degree at least 3.
Using our notion of gluing-sum (see Def. 4.1), we now define
Gn`1 :“ G
1
n`1 ‘χGn`1 pFn`1 ˝ Nq and Hn`1 :“ H
1
n`1 ‘χHn`1 pFn`1 ˝ Nq. (16)
We consider Rn`1, Bn`1, Xn`1 and Yn`1 as subsets of Gn`1 and Hn`1 in the
natural way. Then ψGn`1 and ψHn`1 can be taken to be the maps ψG1n`1 and ψH1n`1 ,
again identifying Fˆn`1 with Fn`1 in the natural way. We also take the roots of
Gn`1 and Hn`1 to be the roots of G
1
n`1 and H
1
n`1 respectively
This completes the construction of graphs Gn`1, Hn`1, and Fn`1, the coloured
leaf sets Rn`1, Bn`1, R
1
n`1, and B
1
n`1, the bijections ψGn`1 and ψHn`1 , as well as
ϕn`1 : Xn`1 Ñ Yn`1, and kn`1 “ 2pk˜n ` 1q. In the next section, we show the
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existence of families of isomorphisms Hn`1 and Πn`1, and verify that (:1)–(:15)
are indeed satisfied for the pn` 1qth instance.
5.7. The inductive step: verification.
Lemma 5.9. We have Gn Ă Gn`1, Hn Ă Hn`1, ∆pGn`1q,∆pHn`1q ď 5, ∆pFn`1q ď
3, and the roots of Gn`1 and Hn`1 are in Rn`1 and Bn`1 respectively.
Proof. We note that Gn Ă G
1
n`1 by construction. Hence, it follows that
Gn Ă G
1
n`1 Ă G
1
n`1 ‘χGn`1 pFn`1 ˝ Nq “ Gn`1,
and similarly for Hn. Since we glued together degree 3 and degree 2 vertices, and
∆pGnq,∆pHnq ď 5 and ∆pFnq ď 3, it is clear that the same bounds hold for
n` 1. Finally, since the root of G˜n was a placeholder promise, and Rn`1 was the
corresponding set of promise leaves in clpG˜nq, it follows that the root of G
1
n`1 is in
Rn`1, and hence so is the root of Gn`1. A similar argument shows that the root
of Hn`1 is in Bn`1. 
Lemma 5.10. We have σ0pGn`1q “ σ0pHn`1q “ kn`1.
Proof. By construction we have that σ0pG˜nq “ σ0pH˜nq “ kn`1. Since G
1
n`1 and
H 1n`1 are realised as components of the promise closure of Mn, and this was a
proper extension, it is a simple check that σ0pG
1
n`1q “ σ0pH
1
n`1q “ kn`1. Also
note that Fn`1 ˝ N has no maximally bare paths of length bigger than two, since
the vertices of degree two in Fn`1 ˝ N are precisely those of the form pℓ, 0q with ℓ
a leaf of Fn`1.
Since G1n`1‘χGn`1 pFn`1 ˝Nq is formed by gluing a set of degree-two vertices of
Fn`1 ˝N to a set of degree-three vertices in G
1
n`1, it follows that σ0pGn`1q “ kn`1
as claimed. A similar argument shows that σ0pHn`1q “ kn`1. 
Lemma 5.11. The graphs Gn`1 and Hn`1 are spectrally distinguishable.
Proof. Since in G˜n we have that all long maximally bare paths except for those of
length kn`1 are contained inside Gn or Hˆn, it follows from our induction assump-
tion (:5) that σ1pG˜nq “ kn. However, in H˜n, we attached Gˆnpvˆq to generate an
maximally bare path of length k˜n ` 1 in H˜n (see Fig. 7), implying that
σ1pH˜nq “ k˜n ` 1 ą kn “ σ1pG˜nq.
As before, since the promise closures G1n`1 and H
1
n`1 are proper extensions of G˜n
and H˜n, they are spectrally distinguishable. Lastly, since Fn`1 ˝ N has no leaves
and no maximally bare paths of length bigger than two, the same is true for Gn`1
and Hn`1. 
Lemma 5.12. The graphs Gn`1 and Hn`1 have exactly one end, and ΩpGn`1 Y
Hn`1q Ă Rn`1 YBn`1.
Proof. By the induction assumption (:8), we know that ΩpGn YHnq Ă Rn YBn.
Claim. The set Rn`1 YBn`1 is dense for G
1
n`1.
Consider a finite S Ă V pG1n`1q. We have to show that any infinite component
C of G1n`1 ´ S has non-empty intersection with Rn`1 YBn`1.
Let us consider the global structure of G1n`1 as being roughly that of an infinite
regular tree, as in Figure 2. Specifically, we imagine a copy of Gn at the top level,
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at the next level are the copies of Gn and Hn that come from a blue or red leaf in
the top level, at the next level are the copies attached to blue or red leaves from
the previous level, and so on.
With this in mind, it is evident that either C contains an infinite component from
some copy ofHn´S orGn´S, or C contains an infinite ray from this tree structure.
In the first case, we have |C X pRn YBnq| “ 8 by induction assumption. Since
any vertex from RnYBn has a leaf from Rn`1YBn`1 within distance kn`1`1 (cf.
Figure 7), it follows that C also meets Rn`1 YBn`1 infinitely often. In the second
case, the same conclusion follows, since between each level of our tree structure,
there is a pair of leaves in Rn`1 YBn`1. This establishes the claim.
Claim. The set Rn`1 YBn`1 is dense for H
1
n`1.
The proof of the second claim is entirely symmetric to the first claim.
To complete the proof of the lemma, observe that Fn`1 ˝ N is one-ended, and
with Rn`1 Y Bn`1, also dompχGn`1q Y dompχHn`1q is dense for G
1
n`1 YH
1
n`1 by
our claims. So by Corollary 4.4, the graphs Gn`1 and Hn`1 have exactly one end.
Moreover, since Rn`1 Y Bn`1 meets both graphs infinitely, it follows immediately
that it is dense for Gn`1 YHn`1. 
Lemma 5.13. The graph Gn`1 is a proper bare extension of infinite growth of Gn
at RnYBn to length kn`1, and BallGn`1pGn, kn`1q does not meet Rn`1YBn`1.
Similarly, Hn`1 is a proper bare extension of infinite growth of Hn at Rn Y Bn to
length kn ` 1, and BallHn`1pHn, kn ` 1q does not meet Rn`1 Y Bn`1. Hence, (:9)
and (:10) are satisfied at stage n` 1.
Proof. We will just prove the statement for Gn`1, as the corresponding proof for
Hn`1 is analogous.
Since G1n`1 is an
´
pR˜n Y B˜nq X V pG˜nq
¯
-extension of G˜n, it follows that G
1
n`1
is an´´
pR˜n Y B˜nq X V pGnq
¯
Y rpGnq
¯
“
`
pRn YBnq X V pGnq
˘
-extension of Gn.
(17)
However, from the construction of the closure of a graph it is clear that that G1n`1
is also an L1-extension of the supergraphK of Gn formed by gluing a copy of G˜np~p1q
to every leaf in Rn X V pGnq and a copy of H˜np~p2q to every leaf in Bn X V pGnq,
where L1 is defined as the set of inherited promise leaves from the copies of G˜np~p1q
and H˜np~p2q.
However, we note that every promise leaf in G˜np~p1q and H˜np~p2q is at distance
at least k˜n ` 1 from the respective root, and so BallG1
n`1
pGn, k˜nq “ BallKpGn, k˜nq.
However, BallKpGn, k˜nq can be seen immediately to be an bare extension of Gn at
Rn Y Bn to length k˜n, and since k˜n ě kn ` 1 it follows that BallG1
n`1
pGn, kn ` 1q
is an bare extension of Gn at Rn YBn to length kn ` 1 as claimed.
Finally, we note that Rn`1 Y Bn`1 is the set of promise leaves clpLnq. By the
same reasoning as before, BallG1
n`1
pGn, kn ` 1q contains no promise leaf in clpLnq,
and so does not meet Rn`1 Y Bn`1 as claimed. Furthermore, it doesn’t meet any
neighbours of Rn`1 YBn`1.
Recall that Gn`1 is formed by gluing a set of vertices in pFn`1 ˝Nq to neighbours
of vertices in Rn`1 Y Bn`1. However, by the above claim, BallG1
n`1
pGn, kn ` 1q
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does not meet any of the neighbours of Rn`1YBn`1 and so BallGn`1pGn, kn`1q “
BallG1
n`1
pGn, kn ` 1q, and the claim follows.
Finally, to see that Gn`1 is a leaf extension of Gn of infinite growth, it suffices
to observe that Gn`1 ´Gn consists of one component only, which is a superset of
the infinite graph Fn ˝ N. 
Lemma 5.14. There is a family of isomorphisms
Hn`1 “ thn`1,x : Gn`1 ´ xÑ Hn`1 ´ ϕn`1pxq : x P Xn`1u,
such that
‚ hn`1,xæpGn ´ xq “ hn,x for all x P Xn,
‚ the image of Rn`1 X V pGn`1q under hn`1,x is Rn`1 X V pHn`1q for all
x P Xn`1,
‚ the image of Bn`1 X V pGn`1q under hn`1,x is Bn`1 X V pHn`1q for all
x P Xn`1.
Proof. Recall that Lemma 5.7 shows that the there exists such a family of isomor-
phisms between G1n`1 and H
1
n`1. Furthermore, we have that
Gn`1 :“ G
1
n`1 ‘χGn`1 pFn`1 ˝ Nq and Hn`1 :“ H
1
n`1 ‘χHn`1 pFn`1 ˝ Nq.
where it is easy to check that χGn`1 and χHn`1 satisfy the assumptions of Lemma
4.2, since the functions ψG1
n`1
and ψH1
n`1
do by Lemma 5.8.
More precisely, given x P Xn`1 and h
1
n`1,x, it follows from Lemma 5.8 that
χHn`1 ˝ h
1
n`1,x ˝ χGn`1
extends to an isomorphism πn`1,x of Fn`1. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, h
1
n`1,x extends
to an isomorphism hn`1,x from Gn`1 ´ x to Hn`1 ´ y. That this isomorphism
satisfies the three properties claimed follows immediately from Lemma 5.7 and the
fact that hn`1,xæpGn ´ xq “ h
1
n`1,xæpGn ´ xq. 
Lemma 5.15. There exist bijections
ψGn`1 : V pGn`1q X pRn`1 YBn`1q Ñ R
1
n`1 YB
1
n`1
and
ψHn`1 : V pHn`1q X pRn`1 YBn`1q Ñ R
1
n`1 YB
1
n`1,
and a family of isomorphisms
Πn`1 “ tπn`1,x : Fn`1 Ñ Fn`1 : x P Xn`1u,
such that
‚ πn`1,xæR
1
n`1 is a permutation of R
1
n`1 for each x,
‚ πn`1,xæB
1
n`1 is a permutation of B
1
n`1 for each x, and
‚ for each x P Xn`1, the corresponding diagram commutes:
LpGn`1q LpHn`1q
LpFn`1q LpFn`1q
ψGn`1
hn`1,xæLpGn`1q
πn`1,xæLpFn`1q
ψHn`1
I.e. for every ℓ P V pGn`1q X pRn`1 YBn`1q we have πn`1,xpψGn`1pℓqq “
ψHn`1phn`1,xpℓqq.
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Proof. Since Rn`1, Bn`1 Ă G
1
n`1 Y H
1
n`1, and hn`1,x extends h
1
n`1,x for each
x P Xn`1, this follows immediately from Lemma 5.8 after identifying Fˆn`1 with
Fn`1. 
This completes our recursive construction, and hence the proof of Theorem 1.2
is complete.
6. A non-reconstructible graph with countably many ends
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.3. Since the proof will follow almost
exactly the same argument as the proof of Theorem 1.2, we will just indicate briefly
here the parts which would need to be changed, and how the proof is structured.
The proof follows the same back and forth construction as in Section 5.2, however
instead of starting with finite graphs G0 and H0 we will start with two infinite
graphs, each containing one free end. For example we could start with the graphs
in Figure 9.
rpG0q
ℓb
rpH0q
ℓr
. . .
. . .
Figure 9. A possible choice for G0 and H0, where the dots indi-
cate a ray.
The induction hypotheses remain the same, with the exception of (:7) and (:8)
which are replaced by
(:7’) Gn and Hn have exactly one limit end and infinitely many free ends when
n ě 1, and
(:8’) Rn YBn X ΩpGn YHnq “ Ω
1pGn YHnq.
The arguments of Section 5.5 will then go through mutatis mutandis: for the
proof of the analogue of Lemma 5.12, use Corollary 4.5 instead of Corollary 4.4.
To show that the construction then yields the desired non-reconstructible pair
of graphs with countably many ends, we have to check that (:7’) holds for the limit
graphs G and H . It is clear that since Rn YBn X ΩpGn Y Hnq “ Ω
1pGn Y Hnq,
every free end in a graph Gn or Hn remains free in the limit. Moreover, a similar
argument to that in Section 5.3 shows that any pair of rays in G or H which were
not in a free end in some Gn or Hn are equivalent in G or H , respectively.
However, since the end space of a locally finite connected graph is a compact
metrizable space, and therefore has a countable dense subset, such a graph has at
most countably many free ends, since they are isolated in ΩpGq. Hence, both G and
H have at most countably many free ends, and one limit end, and so both graphs
have countably many ends.
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